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Four Seasons… The “yellow vest” movement has been going 

through four seasons now… 
Although it is not in a position to impose a real, powerful and pro-

found world social revolution (that should irrevocably and definitively 
sweep away all the foundations of the social relationship dominating 
and crushing humanity!), this movement is nevertheless managing to 
keep going and thus to complete the cycle of a year, just like our planet 
which finishes its circuit around the sun. 

Six months ago, we finished the introduction of our previous bulle-
tin, devoted to the same theme and its development, with these words: 

Finally, although it might seem provocative, we affirm that all the 
media hype around the “yellow vest” movement can in no way make us 
forget this essential thing that there is no such thing as a “yellow vest” 
movement, that it has never existed and cannot exist. And this is for a 
simple, fundamental, unavoidable reason: because there is no “yellow 
vest” class or social project… Here and now, everywhere and always, it is 
proletariat against bourgeoisie, two social classes with resolutely antag-
onistic projects… Indeed, there are only two projects facing each other 
for the future of humanity: on the one hand, the historical process of 
abolishing capitalist social relations and its State, which are the cause of 
misery, war, exploitation, alienation, oppression and domination… On 
the other hand, the forces for the conservation of this nightmare… 

Nevertheless, the movement that in itself “cannot exist”, if not as an 
expression and materialization of the age-old (and therefore always 
present!) confrontation between the class of those who possess and 
the class of the dispossessed, manages to last and to impose its pres-
ence, to withdraw temporarily like the low tide and then to return in 
force. Rather than talking about confusion and contradictions in the 
movement, it seems to us to be more important and more correct to 
insist once again on the essential determinations of this struggle. These 
determinations are neither “direct” or “participative democracy” and 
the “Citizens’ Initiative Referendum” or the “French people”, nor the 
national flag or the Marseillaise… 

The fundamental determinations of this movement, its foundations 
and its DNA are the visceral refusal of impoverishment (we are always 
becoming “poorer”, even if “we have a job”!), the refusal of the increase 
in the exploitation rate and poverty. Behind the slogan of defending 
“purchasing power” there is another affirmed demand – “living power”. 
The “yellow vest” movement strongly (although never sufficiently and 
always partially!) poses the need for direct action, occupations, unde-
clared and therefore “wild” demonstrations, blockades of the economy, 
of the circulation of commodities (finished products, raw materials, 
labor power!), for the need to organize collectively against State repres-
sion, to refuse any type of representation and representatives, whether 
they come from the ranks of trade unions, political parties or even from 
the movement itself. In the heat of the struggle, there is also a strong 
and uncompromising critique of the media, of the bourgeois press as a 
mean for structuring of “public opinion”, which is nothing but a complex 
of dominant ideas and therefore a complex of ideas of the ruling class. 
These media are thus denounced for what they are: structures of power 
that reinforce existing power… 

The “yellow vest” movement, whether it likes it or not, whether it is 
aware of it or not (and finally, at first, it doesn’t matter!), is, by its nature 
and practice (and far beyond flags!), fundamentally anti-democratic, 
despite the dross expressed here and there in various speeches, publi-
cations, slogans, demands, etc. It is anti-democratic in the true sense of 
the word, as the negation of democracy which is the foundation of the 
social dictatorship of capitalism. The movement openly displays its 
contempt for political conventions; its contempt and class hate for the 
media and their sacrosanct “freedom of expression”, i.e. the freedom to 
reproduce ad nauseam the dominant and consensual ideology of the 
“party of order”. It shows its contempt and class hate for “freedom of 
association and assembly”, for bourgeois freedom which once again 
allows “supporters of order” to gather in their inner circles, their eco-
nomic, political, social and military summits to discuss and decide on the 
best way to manage and crush our subversive action, to make us talk, to 
silence us… 
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In short, the autumn of 2018 was for all of us (“yellow vests” or 
not!), an unexpected, surprising and invigorating emergence of a 
movement that put an end to all stereotypes contained in the great 
official encyclopedia of class struggle and its variations as learned by 
rote by the brave little students of the “revolution” of capitalist left and 
far left… 

Something essential has therefore happened: an invention rather 
than a return, the emergence of an unexpected phenomenon that has 
never ceased to surprise us and which, finally, anchors us to the idea 
that the future of this unique movement is still largely open to the con-
junction of the infinite possibilities that the multiple refusals of this world 
of spectacle commodity dispossession carry, here and elsewhere. [À 
contretemps] 

Winter and the “Christmas holidays”, these dull jewels of cult of the 
family and the broad reproduction of the ideology of national reconcilia-
tion between classes, in short, this feast of excessive “consumption” (or 
its illusory spectacle!), were supposed to bring those unruly and turbu-
lent “yellow vests” into line, at least in the dreams of all those who have 
something to win by conserving the filthy world as it exists today. How-
ever, this was not the case! Quite the opposite! And the start of the new 
year in January was striking… 

The burgeoning spring witnessed thousands of confrontations 
blooming in the streets and posh districts, thousands of assaults on 
places of bourgeois power, thousands of lootings against their commod-
ities, thousands of bravadoes against their elections, against the recu-
peration, pacification and channeling of our struggle… 

Of course, more will be needed for the walls of arrogance and op-
pression to tremble, but there is a breach, clear as a yellow vest rebuild-
ing his hut several times destroyed on his roundabout of misery. Because 
a yellow vest is stubborn like a mule that doesn’t want to move forward. 
To become a human community is precisely that: to become an active 
subject, to convince ourselves that we must collectively leave this world, 
seeking the means, to reconnect with the history of former revolts, to 
invent new forms of resistance and secession, to cultivate the plurality of 
our approaches, to forge our own solidarities. The rest is a matter of 
obstinacy, contagion, attraction, conviction. [À contretemps] 

Summer was supposed to give a final blow to the mobilization on 
the pretext of sunbathing and beaches galore, especially since all the 
media under orders were week after week enjoying themselves to 
announce the “decline of the movement”, the number of demonstra-
tors melting like snow in the sun of the holidays and idleness… 

In September, the return to work after the summer holidays prom-
ised to be more turbulent than ever, with an upsurge in mobilization 
and calls for “convergence of struggles”: on the one hand, “Youth for 
Climate” and against “the end of the world” who would greatly need to 
assert a sharper criticism of the gangsters of the “climate-business”, and 
on the other hand, various sectors of the proletariat in struggle in 
France, in partial rupture with the impasse of the trade-union frame-
work. But as the first anniversary of the “yellow vest” movement was 
approaching, the hope, strength, determination and potential of a 
genuine “convergence of struggles” came from all over the world, i.e. a 
convergence that that takes place directly on the international level and 
thus expresses its internationalist essence more strongly than ever. In 
the light of the struggles that have been exploding for months and 
intensifying in recent weeks all over the world, in the light of the strug-
gles that continue to ignite our realities at the time of publication of this 
bulletin, some are already talking about a “new cycle of class struggle”… 

About fifteen years ago, a big American bourgeois, Warren Buffett, 
drunk on insolence and contempt conferred by his dominant position as 
a capitalist predator, declared peremptorily but not without reason: 
“There’s class warfare, all right, but it’s my class, the rich class, that’s 
making war, and we’re winning.” 

We would not like to overly temper here Mr. Buffett’s unbridled op-
timism, because the capitalist class, their social structure which gener-
ates exploitation, misery and wars, and their world that goes with it, will 
of course still rage against humanity for some time. But we can say at 
least that if it is not the beginning of a new cycle of class struggle that is 
starting to develop before our eyes, heralding a horizon that will finally 
cease to be beyond reach, it definitely looks like it… 

One after another, and sometimes simultaneously, very important 
sectors of the proletariat have taken to the streets by dozens and hun-
dreds of thousands, even millions, of large cities in several countries on 
all continents, and continue to engulf their places of exploitation, op-
pression, alienation: Algeria, Sudan, Nicaragua, Haiti, Hong Kong, Egypt, 
Indonesia, Iraq, Lebanon, Ecuador, Honduras, Bolivia, Chile, Iran, Co-
lombia, etc. All these struggles are the essential result of the failure to 
satisfy the immediate as well as the human and historical needs of our 
class, and they have in common that they often persist and even be-
come more radical once the local fraction of the world bourgeoisie feels 
obliged to concede a few crumbs in order to extinguish the social blaze. 

From this visceral, passionate and healthy refusal of the “return to 
normality”, the return to boredom, banality, daily survival, the return to 
work that dulls, mutilates, withers our bodies and dries up our hearts, 
work that kills, return to suffering at work, suffering of work simply, and 
the lack of perspectives that are still credible in this world of predation, 
of extortion and blackmailing. This world that will continue to crack until 
it will collapse… From all this opens up the historical perspective, albeit 
still distant and embryonic, of social revolution, human emancipation, 
classless society, society of enjoyment, in short the perspective of 
communism. When our comrades say that a struggling movement is 
always the local expression of a global necessity, it takes all its reso-
nance here… 

In Iraq the proletariat continues to attack the citadels of our mas-
ters, against war, against militarization, against misery, against poisoned 
water and malnutrition, against the lack of perspectives, against “cor-
ruption”, against the politics of our enemies the bourgeoisie. Its struggle 
cost 400 lives (officially!) and nearly twenty thousand wounded since 
the beginning of October, not to mention arrests, disappearances, 
torture. But our class resists and makes its way through the pitfalls of 
horror, cowardice and filthiness of private property holders and their 
defenders: we occupy central and strategic places where we organize 
the structures of our community of struggle and life, we erect barri-
cades, we threaten their fortified headquarters in the “Green Zone”, we 
attack and set fire to the rat dens of political parties and their militias 
armed to the teeth, we cut important communication axes and thus we 
block the vital flow of their commodities. And all this not only in Bagh-
dad but all over the country. And slight cracks already begin to appear in 
the coherence, discipline and esprit de corps of State mercenaries: in 
Karbala, for example, police officers express their solidarity with the 
demonstrators; in Nineveh Shiite militiamen of the “Popular Mobiliza-
tion Units” (al-Hashd al-Sha’abi) shout slogans in favor of the struggle… 

In Lebanon, senior army officers refused to implement the govern-
ment order to shoot on the crowd, because they were afraid that many 
soldiers torn by class contradictions would fraternize with demonstra-
tors, their brothers and sisters in poverty, as it had happened previously, 
albeit in a very partial way. Unfortunately, too few testimonies, docu-
ments, leaflets and manifestos with clearly proletarian positions circu-
late in this region, and even fewer get to us. Nevertheless, among the 
hundreds of videos available on the Internet, let us highlight one where 
demonstrators who hold a roadblock in the middle of burning garbage 
cans and tires say: “No (political) parties or anything. We are one people 
united against the state. We want it to fall. Revolution!”… 

In Chile, where the fear of the bourgeoisie is equal to the ongoing 
class confrontation, the army, which had never really disappeared from 
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the scene, is back to the panoply of the capitalist State to restore the 
order of normality and “business as usual”. The methods of torture and 
terror of Pinochet’s time are once again applied to their full potential, as 
every time the proletariat raises its head and goes on the offensive. For 
more than a month now, they have been shooting at us with live am-
munition to counter and thwart our movement of anti-capitalist direct 
action, they have been aiming at our eyes (just like in France!) to blind 
us, to silence us and terrorize us, but their propaganda and lies are 
becoming emptier and emptier. They rape our sisters-in-arms – active in 
the turmoil and joy of rebellion – in their infamous and sordid police 
stations to tear them to pieces, of course, but above all to destroy the 
bonds of solidarity we weave, to crush the fraternity and love that our 
class fully re-appropriates in the struggle and through the struggle… 

At the approach of the first anniversary of the “yellow vest” move-
ment, internationalist calls have been launched from France to dedicate 
it “to all popular uprisings in the world”, to “join forces” and “transform 
our living conditions”, to “act in common”, to “create and strengthen 
junctions between peoples in struggle”… 

Important sectors of the proletariat in Iran have in a non-arranged 
but organic way spontaneously taken to the streets of more than one 
hundred cities, attacking banks and mosques, burning fuel depots, 
looting businesses, etc. It was following a brutal announcement of the 
withdrawal of subsidies on gasoline which would triple its price at the 
pump and which constitutes a direct and drastic attack against the living 
conditions of our class. The most radicalized sectors of the proletariat 
do not take to the streets empty-handed, but some are armed, exactly 
as the most radical proletarians in Chile, who have robbed armories to 
equip themselves for a more violent confrontation with the State… 
certainly and once again not enough considering the need to impose a 
reversal of the balance of power between the classes. Several officers 
and members of the repressive forces among the most hated by our 
class according to its experience of struggle in recent years (“Revolu-
tionary Guards”, Basij militiamen, etc.) have been killed in the street or 
in ambushes. In France as in Iran, and everywhere on the surface of the 
capitalist nightmare definitely “everyone hates the police” and “the 
police hate everyone”… 

As we can easily see in these few examples, if “the history of all 
hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles”, we are current-
ly experiencing an acceleration of the process of social confrontation, a 
rising dynamic of exacerbating the conflictuality of class relations… 

What tasks can we as revolutionaries give to ourselves? We are at 
the beginning of a new historical period in which it is very important that 

the processes learn by themselves. Our party, as a social force fighting 
for communism, lives and is already formed on the ground of these 
revolts. As revolutionary minorities we are part of the proletariat and of 
these struggles, we are not a party apart [separate and distinct], but we 
are those who, as Marx said, try to promote and deepen the determina-
tions of the movement, and at the same time try to clarify theoretically 
our practice around the general objectives of the class. As we have said, 
the beginning of a new phase of class struggle, a long period of social 
revolution marked by the terminal crisis of capitalism, does not mean 
that communism is just around the corner. We are very far from a revo-
lutionary situation: the ability of the proletariat to constitute itself as a 
class, as a party, is fundamental for this; the convergence between the 
material processes of the class struggle and the communist historical 
program that comes from those same struggles is essential. That is why 
the questions of theoretical and programmatic clarification are so im-
portant today. Our struggle does not stand alone in the barricades of the 
present, but also in the lessons that can be drawn from the barricades of 
the past. 

The road is still long and yet there can be no turning back. We have 
to live the passion of the struggle but also the struggle for theoretical 
and programmatic clarity. [Barbaria Group] 

In this bulletin on the “yellow vest” movement and the extension of 
the present struggles throughout the world, we publish here some 
documents from this movement that express the vitality of the age-old 
struggle of our class against the tyranny of value, against exploitation. 
Our goal is obviously not to analyze these events in order to merely 
understand them, but rather to transform them, to disrupt the historical 
everyday nature of our proletarians’ life of misery gripping us and stran-
gling us, so that we should definitively eradicate the capitalist social 
relation from the surface of our planet. We don’t want to spend our 
time describing for page after page the horrors of this society of death 
and suffering. We obviously don’t want to lock ourselves into a passive 
and academic role. We are not interested in the biology of capital ei-
ther, and we don’t have any intention to describe it in an objective way. 
On the contrary our purpose is to directly take part in its final destruc-
tion and to act in the movement of its necrology… And this means 
standing firmly in the heart of the events that have been taking place in 
front of our eyes, being a determined part of them as an active and 
decisive force… 
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We are workers, temporary and precarious workers, peo-
ple forced into self-employed status, skint unemployed, 
students in trouble, high school students destined for 
misery, retired people in the shit. We are concerned with 
the yellow vest movement: we’re all out of money. 

 
Today, after two weeks of 

continuous blockade, the gov-
ernment is doing everything it 
can to get us back home. It is 
calling on the “yellow vests” to 
get structured. And opportunists 
are already lining up. They are 
often party activists, sometimes 
from the far right, who are hiding 
behind the word “people”. In the 
list of demands that has been 
sent to the government, there is 
nothing that will improve our 
situation. And it will especially 
not improve with any “citizens’ 
assemblies” or the “reduction of 
employers’ charges”. As for those 
who want us to believe that we 
have more in common with our 
bosses than with migrant prole-
tarians from all over the world, 
they are at the service of power 
and the bourgeoisie. 
 
Demands: a way out or a dead 
end? 

Some yellow vests say to 
themselves that we have to have 
demands. That’s untrue. Putting 
forward demands leaves the 
government a way out. It will sign 
any agreement only to betray it 
afterwards, once the movement 
has faded away, as in Guadeloupe 
in 2009. The movement in Reun-
ion Island shows us the way. It’s the government that is trying 
to put out the fire. And despite the few small measures the 
minister is proposing, they aren’t giving up. If there are so 
many opportunist representatives and so-called official com-
muniqués, it’s because in real life we lack the space to discuss 
and act. This means we aren’t giving ourselves the chance of 
winning. At this rate, we risk exhaustion. 
 
What gathers us together? Our living conditions, a life too 
expensive to be lived. 

This problem does not only come from the State. It affects 
our places in this society, far beyond “taxes”. The State and the 
bosses have a common interest: the “smooth running of the 

economy”. This means the worsening of our working condi-
tions, as well as those in transport, housing, education, health, 
in fact our living conditions, whether we are French or not, 
whether we are urban or country dwellers. 

We are under attack from all sides. The first reflex of yel-
low vests was to launch economic blockades. This is a method 

of struggle to be continued. But 
let’s not wait for people to join 
the yellow vests. 
 
Let’s spread the movement 
wherever we are on a daily 
basis. 

In companies, in high schools, 
on campuses, in job centres, in 
hospitals, in retirement homes, at 
the CAF [family allocations of-
fice], in social security, etc. This 
spreading will take the form of 
strikes, occupations, blockades 
and demonstrations. 

The only thing that’s missing 
is our imagination to take the 
protest further than the roads. 
But to make this happen, let’s 
develop organizational tools 
capable of building such a move-
movement. In Saint-Nazaire, the 
yellow vests are occupying an 
empty building, so that the strat-
egies to be adopted can be dis-
cussed in an assembly. 
 
Let’s set up assemblies. 

In the Toulouse region, no 
permanent struggle assembly 
has been announced to discuss 
our strategy. Neither on the 
blockades, nor anywhere else. 
We cannot continue to go blindly 
to the blockades, to finally be 

there all alone. 
It is also about being reachable: this movement, massively 

supported, has the need to create spaces for all those who wish 
to join and strengthen it. 
 
Wherever we are, let’s hold assemblies for the struggle. 
 
Life is too expensive to be lived! 
The struggle is too big to be recuperated! 
Let’s block more to win everything 
 
Broke people in yellow vests 
Exploités NRV 31 

 
Original in French: http://www.classeenlutte.org/2018/12/02/mouvement-gilets-jaunes-la-vie-est-trop-chere-pour-etre-vecue # classe@riseup.net  

(December 2nd, 2018) 

LIFE IS TOO EXPENSIVE TO BE LIVED! 
(Exploités NRV 31) 
 

“… the paradise of the rich is made out of the hell of the poor…” 

http://www.classeenlutte.org/2018/12/02/mouvement-gilets-jaunes-la-vie-est-trop-chere-pour-etre-vecue
mailto:classe@riseup.net
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Tired of social inequalities 
and poverty! 

Tired of the month ending 
on the 15th, tired of housing 
benefit [APL] cuts and rent 
hikes, tired of rises in food 
prices, taxes on all basic com-
modities and energy, tired of 
power cuts, evictions, and 
policing at the employment 
center [Pôle emploi] and family 
allocations office [CAF] or in 
our neighborhoods by the 
State militia! Tired of waiting 
in line for food! Tired of paying 
and sweating blood to not even 
have enough to survive for 
some of us! Tired of the future 
for our children! Tired of see-
ing neighborhoods, cities, de-
partments and regions affected 
by the closure of public ser-
vices or businesses… Tired of not having our say and not 
being able to decide anything about everything concerning 
us! 
 
We refuse our fate! We are beaten, gassed and mutilated 
by the State! 
While voices rise and threaten us with machine-gun fire! 

Yellow vests, people receiving unemployment indemnities 
or welfare benefits [RSA], strikers, wage workers, union 
members, trade union activists, travelers, Roma people, un-
documented migrants, immigrants, youth in poor neighbor-
hoods, pensioners, people with disabilities, whatever our sex, 
sexuality, beliefs, national origins…, it is all of us, the working 
people, who are repressed by the State of the billionaires. All 
prisoners who are victims of State repression must be re-
leased, the wounded must be compensated, and violent police 
officers must not go unpunished. Behind the State repression, 
it is the billionaires who are guilty of social crimes against the 
working people. 
 
Let’s unite and impose our vital needs to live a decent 
life! 

Their wealth is our misery. 40 French billionaires own 
320 billion euros while more and more of us are living in 
misery with or without a job or on the verge of falling into 

misery. Let’s put an end to this society of inequalities that 
only enriches the 1%. And it is not their […] elections and 
their great debate that will impose social well-being. It can be 
obtained only while uniting as broadly as possible and mobi-
lizing for our own interests that are incompatible with those 
of billionaires. 
 
We have nothing! We want everything! 
Let’s decree that the only worthwhile law is social well-
being for everyone! 

To impose social well-being, let’s organize ourselves eve-
rywhere in Assemblies or Yellow Vest Committees and let’s 
coordinate! Let’s debate with each other! Let’s not let anyone 
decide what’s good for us! Let’s decide for ourselves what we 
want, how we fight, how we organize ourselves and what 
society we want to build! We are the rogues, the toothless 
people of this society. We are nothing, in their view! Let’s be 
everything! Let’s finish with the State of profiteers and the 
control over all wealth by less than one percent of billion-
aires! 
 
We don’t decide anything! We want to decide everything!  
This is the way […] for the working people! 
 
Yellow Vests of the Constituent Assembly of Poitiers 

 
 

Original in French: https://www.facebook.com/gilets.jaunes.poitiers/photos/a.1302417909900771/1357012521107976 # giletsjaunespoitiers@tutanota.com  

(February 4th, 2019) 

STAND UP YOU WRETCHED OF THE EARTH! STAND UP PRISONERS OF STARVATION! 
ENSLAVED MASSES STAND UP! STAND UP! 
AGAINST EXPLOITERS AND OPPRESSORS! 
LET’S IMPOSE SOCIAL WELL-BEING! 
(Gilets Jaunes Poitiers) 
 

https://www.facebook.com/gilets.jaunes.poitiers/photos/a.1302417909900771/1357012521107976
mailto:giletsjaunespoitiers@tutanota.com
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We, Yellow vests, mobilized on roundabouts, in demonstra-
tions, organized in sovereign […] assemblies, have been fighting 
for more than two months against the State of the billionaires, 
the inequalities and misery that still affects an increasing number 
of us, while the richest 1% are stuffing their faces at the expense 
of the working people. 
 
The government backed down and the billionaires feared 
us! But that’s not enough 

If in recent years, the struggles organized, supervised and led 
by trade union bureaucracies did not push the government back, 
our movement has shown us how the struggle can be effective 
when we lead it ourselves. The government is backing down on 
fuel or gas taxes, on vehicle technical control, on HGV charges… It 
increases the Activity Premium and major companies give bo-
nuses to railway workers or retirement home employees 
[EPHAD] who claim that it is not for fear that they join us!!! Just 
the fact that they insist on saying this… speaks volumes in the 
opposite direction! The government is also delaying future at-
tacks such as the decrees on the food law, tax reform, etc. And 
most importantly, it is delaying the attack on pensions! Neverthe-
less, the State is backing down as little as possible, hoping that 
our struggle will run out of steam. Workers, now is the time to 
strike while the iron is hot. 

 
Workers and Yellow Vests, it’s the same struggle! 

We are fighting the same battle, that of all those who live only 
on their work, who do not exploit anyone and who have difficulty 
living on a low salary, with a casual job, with a small pension, 
with unemployment indemnity or even with welfare benefit 
[RSA]. In order to lead the struggle together, almost everywhere 
in France, links are forged between yellow vests and employees 
of enterprises to support strikes, distribute leaflets at companies, 
and demonstrate together. Sometimes, local trade union activists 
promote convergence, but trade union leaders push workers to 
be suspicious, to stay away, and spread the slanders of power, 
accusing yellow vests of being violent, racist, fascist, homophobic, 
anti-trade-union… However, even trade union confederations 

have been forced to demonstrate several times with yellow vests, 
which shows that their reluctance was an excuse. 
 
Let’s converge on the basis of self-organization and direct 
action of the Yellow Vests movement 

For a real convergence, union leaders should learn from their 
bitter failures and from the success of the Yellow Vests. This is 
not the case! Direct action is no longer their conception. The 
intersectional struggle has been abandoned for long by these 
structures, which scatter strikes and refuse to allow them to be 
led by the strikers themselves. Nor do they want to lead the 
struggle against the billionaires’ State. Therefore if many trade 
union militants are struggling within the Yellow Vests, we refuse 
to be taken over and put under supervision, particularly by the 
trade unions which join us belatedly and would like to control 
the struggle, to subdue it, to restrict it, to bring it back to some-
thing more usual. Our interest is not to follow the trade union 
structures, neither in their calling for calm, nor in their way of 
organizing the struggles, one service after the other, one hospital 
after the other, the hospitals separated from the education sys-
tem and the railways [SNCF] or Energy, Airports, La Poste. Our 
interest is to build committees and assemblies of Yellow vests in 
companies and everywhere. The convergence of the struggles 
between yellow vests and salaried employees of companies must 
not be led by trade unions but by the workers themselves. 
 
Union leaders want citizens’ opinions to be canvassed 
We want the working people to decide everything that con-
cerns them 

We refuse to put aside the political objectives of the yellow 
vests, particularly those calling into question 1/ the billionaires’ 
State, 2/ our insurrectional way of struggle that rejects, among 
other things, police control, and 3/ the revolutionary objectives 
that refuse to allow billionaires to endlessly get richer while the 
working people have only the right to tighten their belts. The 
trade union structures, integrated into the State apparatus that 
finances them and determines their functioning, cannot wage a 
struggle directly against the State power of the billionaires they 
recognize. They do not question the management of billionaires 
throughout society. At most, they want our opinion to be can-
vassed as in companies, with the result we know. We don’t want 
our opinion to be canvassed! We want to decide everything that 
concerns us. We no longer want to be led or ruled but to lead and 
rule ourselves. 
 
Let’s all be Yellow Vests and sweep away the billionaires’ 
society! 
 
Yellow Vests from the Constituent Assembly of Poitiers 

 
Original in French: https://www.facebook.com/gilets.jaunes.poitiers/photos/a.1302417909900771/1358626977613197 # giletsjaunespoitiers@tutanota.com  

(February 6th, 2019) 

LET’S CONVERGE AND BUILD AN INSURRECTIONAL STRIKE MOVEMENT 
LET’S BUILD OUR STRUGGLE ASSEMBLIES OR COMMITTEES EVERYWHERE 
TO LEAD IT OURSELVES 
(Gilets Jaunes Poitiers) 
 

https://www.facebook.com/gilets.jaunes.poitiers/photos/a.1302417909900771/1358626977613197
mailto:giletsjaunespoitiers@tutanota.com
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Never before had the Champs-Élysées 
truly been “the most beautiful avenue in 
the world”. For a day, this artery, this 
symbol of luxury, became the embodiment 
of a regained common power. 

Yes, order managed to contain most of 
the disorder on and around the Champs – 
despite some more or less successful at-
tempts at wild breakaways. Act XVIII 
gained in intensity what it lost in geo-
graphical extension. But, it was enough to 
hear the Yellow Vests chanting “revolu-
tion!” all afternoon. It was enough to see the crowd pull 
down the huge metal plaque that protected the Bulgari 
shop, carry it forward, and charge the police – bellowing 
“We won! We won!”. It was enough to see the banners 
come within a few meters of the Arc de Triomphe, the 
enemy retreat and flee behind the Louis Vuitton before 
our onslaught. In short, it was enough to be there to un-
derstand. 

Despite the obvious imbalance of power, there was 
mad determination, rampant trust: people were no long-
er afraid. What matters in a riot is not the quantity of 
material damage, the number of broken windows, 
thrown stones or burned cars. No, what matters is quali-
tative. It’s the collective energy deployed, and how this 
deployment transforms consciences. It’s not the statisti-
cal losses inflicted on the enemy that count. It’s the polit-
ical and ideological forces liberated among the people. 

The media and government, who obsess over the 
“1500 ultra-violent” who allegedly organized the vio-
lence, hide the truth. On March 16th, everyone on and 
around the Champs participated in one way or another 
in the riot. 

Unlike the first few Acts, no one thought to intervene 
in the looting, destruction, or clashes with police. Flying 
glass and hammer blows met with enthusiastic cheers. 
For the thousands of people present, all this seemed 
perfectly logical – normal. As summarized in the sudden-
ly lucid Le Monde: “During the first weeks of the move-
ment, there were always demonstrators to protest 
against the looters. This time, nothing.” 

This is what horrifies the government: it’s impossible 
to divide those swept up in the event. What horror, to see 
peaceful moms and dads smiling for photos on the velvet 
sofas of Fouquet’s aflame behind them. Castaner encour-
aged them time and again to dissociate from the “van-
dals”. But all that talk is vain, inaudible. The arrogance of 
the government and the brutality of its police have 
reached such heights that there is no room for dissocia-
tion. 

This is further proof that popular uprisings shake up 
those who take part in them. They develop their convic-

tions and certainties through contact with practice. To-
day, principled pacifism has almost disappeared from the 
Yellow Vests’ marches. Naivety about state repression, 
too, has waned. Remember those who, not long ago, pre-
tended to be able to put Yellow Vests in this or that box? 
To assign one or another intrinsic ideological identity? 

But who’s to blame for this progressive “radicaliza-
tion” of the Yellow Vests? Who managed to convince 
them that only antagonism pays, if not the government 
itself? The insurrection gained in three weeks what tra-
ditional social movements hadn’t for decades. By giving 
in to the Yellow Vests’ demands in early December, Mac-
ron confirmed that the State only hears popular needs 
when it’s forced to do so, when it can no longer do oth-
erwise. The Yellow Vests have understood this perfectly: 

“We realized that it’s only when we shatter that we’re 
heard.” – Johnny, 37, day-care director 

“It’s great to smash, because the bourgeoisie is so safe 
in their bubble. They need to fear for their physical safe-
ty for them to let go.” – Anne, a Toulouse postwoman 
(33) 

That the movement again reached such a level of con-
flict after 18 weeks is already a remarkable fact. But the 
ultimatum of March 16 was not meant to be a last swan 
song, however flamboyant. Nothing could be more dan-
gerous than satisfaction with Saturday. It only makes 
sense as a springboard. It’s a matter of using this date to 
launch a new phase, to build a spring of struggle. 

The strong parallel mobilizations for the climate and 
against police violence raised the burning question of 
coagulation. Because the riot, even if repeated, is insuffi-
cient. It must be linked to a revival of economic block-
ades and to the continuing work of political and strategic 
clarification. Éric Drouet recognized this on Saturday 
evening: the supervised walks were useless. Only over-
riding imposed frameworks and widespread sabotage of 
the economy can lead the movement to victory. 

We have no choice: the first fruits of repressive re-
sponse suggest what crushing the current movement will 
mean for everyone. 

 
Original in French: https://acta.zone/paris-est-a-nous/ 

English translation: https://ill-will-editions.tumblr.com/post/183586570914/paris-is-ours-acta-collective-2019-first  

(March 17th, 2019) 

PARIS IS OURS 
(ACTA) 
 

https://acta.zone/paris-est-a-nous/
https://ill-will-editions.tumblr.com/post/183586570914/paris-is-ours-acta-collective-2019-first
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If they want a perpetrator, I’m right here. Let them 
come and take me. 

Macron spoke on July 24, 2018 before an audience of 
parliamentarians in the middle of the Benalla affair, 
which has since become a national scandal. Full of con-
tempt and complacency as ever, the president talked a 
little bit about it, in schoolyard terms. On December 2nd, 
2018, Olympic Marseilles fans responded to Macron’s 
provocation by launching what would become the hymn 
of the movement. 

Emmanuel 
Macron, you fuck-
ing moron – 
We’re coming to 
get you where you 
live! 

This time it 
wasn’t a boast. 
Since November 
17th, the Yellow 
Vests have tried 
and tried again to 
pick up Macron 
from his place. 
From the Élysée. 
On December 8th, 
a helicopter was 
ready to exfil-
trate Macron 
from the Élysée 
Palace, which had 
been trans-
formed into a 
bunker for the 
occasion. The only reason the Yellow Vests failed was 
because of Macron’s vast security system. The police are 
the last line of defense for this regime. Rumor has it that 
all the police forces deployed to protect the Palace last 
Saturday failed to secure the Champs-Élysées. Bad sport 
Macron brags at recess and then runs to hide behind the 
teachers’ legs. 

We could easily laugh at these Yellow Vests who al-
ways sing that they are going to look for Macron but 
never find him. But it is not so much Macron’s body that 
the Yellow Vests want to attack as the world he repre-
sents. He’s a flawless incarnation of that world, though. 
The world of elites and contempt for “nothing people”. 
The world of oligarchs who we didn’t hesitate to call the 
bourgeoisie not so long ago. The world of capital and 
financiers who forever lecture the struggling while wal-
lowing in shameless luxury. The world of those who cel-

ebrate their presidential victory at Fouquet’s or who go 
skiing while Paris burns. The world of those who would 
do anything to make this system last. 

It’s this world that the Yellow Vests sought and found 
last Saturday on the Champs-Élysées. They systematical-
ly destroyed and looted luxury boutiques. They freely 
distributed chocolate, jewelry, clothing and other finery 
normally inaccessible. They plundered what some call 
the most beautiful avenue in the world. The launched 

waves of succes-
sive attacks on 
the protectors of 
this world. And 
finally, they sacri-
ficed Fouquet’s, 
which alone 
symbolized pres-
idential contempt 
and the realm of 
the powerful. 
“We serve brunch 
for 95€. Come on 
in. And away from 
the beggars.” 

The Champs-
Élysées is not our 
avenue. The 
bourgeoisie are 
clearly terrified 
that we rejoice 
atop the ruins of 
the old world. 
Despite the fear, 
the stakes, the 

determination – it really was a Yellow Vest celebration 
that day. The government can spin us as criminals or 
worse. Did they miss our casual grace? The ease which 
we reposed on the improvised terrace amidst the smol-
dering Champs? That elegance proves we don’t live like 
criminals. We’re well within our rights. 

If Macron had not taken the helicopter on December 
8th, he was forced to take it on March 16th. We plucked 
him from the slopes, right off his skis. We went and ur-
gently brought him back, where he couldn’t pretend that 
nothing was happening. 

“Veni, vedi, vici” said an unsympathetic emperor. 
Last Saturday we came, we saw, we conquered. What 

exactly? Who can say? But for the first time since the 
beginning of this movement, all the people cried as one: 
“revolution, revolution, revolution!” 

 
Original in French: https://rouendanslarue.net/revolution-les-gilets-jaunes-sinvitent-sur-les-champs-elysees # rouendanslarue@riseup.net 

English translation: https://yellowvests.wtf/revolution-revolution-revolution  

(March 18th, 2019) 

“REVOLUTION, REVOLUTION, REVOLUTION!” 
THE YELLOW VESTS INVITE THEMSELVES TO THE CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES 
(Rouen dans la rue) 
 

https://rouendanslarue.net/revolution-les-gilets-jaunes-sinvitent-sur-les-champs-elysees
mailto:rouendanslarue@riseup.net
https://yellowvests.wtf/revolution-revolution-revolution
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Act 18 was marked by the massive destruction of luxury stores 
on the Champs-Élysées, as well as by the widespread and system-
atic re-appropriation of everything inside. To counter the current 
media offensive that describes these thefts as being the work of 
apolitical looters, we want to produce our own version of this 
Saturday, in political praise of working-class looting. 

When we arrived back home on Saturday evening, we 
watched the news on BMFTV, and we felt a little guilty pleasure 
at seeing the journalists sweat. We are neither disappointed nor 

surprised: the same conventional discourse exhausts itself im-
posing its criminalizing interpretation, and works really hard to 
create panic around the famous rioters [casseurs]. In the media’s 
language, the yellow vests are just wild mobs, thugs, vandals, 
who ransack, loot and burn in a surge of violence that would 
delight the most ambitious terrorist organizations. The media 
are inundating us with superlatives; no word is strong enough 
to characterize the situation: for France TV Info “The most beau-
tiful avenue in the world [is] devastated”, for Le Monde it’s “a 

surge of rage”. So, in front of the pictures of the 
catastrophe of Fouquet’s in flames, in front of 
BFM, we think that the yellow vests really have a 
touch of class. 
 
The media, watchdogs of power and private 
property 

The lexicon of savagery rules the day: from 
“murderers” to “ransacking” to “accomplices”, 
the Champs-Elysées are transformed into a 
chaotic war zone, invaded by Viking raids and 
hordes of barbarians with gas masks. What is at 
stake here is to depoliticize the riot on the one 
hand, and dehumanize the demonstrators on 
the other. For the media it’s a question of pre-
senting looting and destruction as incompre-
hensible acts, carried out under the influence of 
a hateful crowd, as if people had gone mad. 

While the media are forced to recognize the 
political nature of smashing banks, in the case of 
the department stores on the Champs, it is easi-
er for them to draw a new portrait of the de-
monstrator: that of a looter who would only like 
to line his pockets. Thus, L’Obs [a weekly French 
news magazine previously known as Le Nouvel 
Observateur] clearly distinguishes between “the 
ultra-left”, represented by “those who only want 
to give vent to a brutality to which any ideologi-
cal pretext or sectional demand could serve as a 
circumstantial flag” on the one hand, and “a few 
rioters (…), i.e. opportunists who take advantage 
of it to shop around” on the other hand. The 
editorial lines are overrun with the same imag-
inings, including the distinction between “ultra-
left” and “rioters”. These absolutely colonial and 
racist imaginings paint the rebels as “invaders”, 
as foreigners (therefore not “real Yellow Vests”), 
as “savages” – in the sense of “in need of being 
civilized”. The rebels are a part of the “danger-
ous classes”. In the United States but also in 
many southern or disaster-stricken countries, 
the terms looting and the vocabularies of the 
“riot” are used at will by the media and the po-
lice to depoliticize any form of revolt, self-
organization and self-defense of the working 
class neighborhoods and non-white populations 
that are rebelling. In this game, the media relay 

(March 26th, 2019) 

MARCH 16TH: THE WAR OF THE POOR 
(Some Parisian yellow vests) 
 

Life is dirty, cleaning means killing, and Macron is too clean to be dirty… 
GJs defend life and the living 
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the police propaganda, as well analyzed by Mathieu Rigouste in 
his genealogy of slavery and colonialism (in La domination 
policière). All the policing techniques were based on “the reper-
toires of colonialism” and slavery: 

“One of the ancestors of the modern police force, the Maré-
chaussée, was founded on the slave plantation to hunt Maroons. 
Self-organized into networks, the former fugitive slaves were 
sabotaging and destroying the masters’ property. They were pre-
sented as wild animals to justify them being hunted down. Be-
cause in addition to struggle against the plantations’ order, the 
Maroons have never ceased, at the end of their escape, to join or 
create, to make live and defend free and autonomous communes.” 

Instead of the noble revolt that the Republic talks about 
through Delacroix’s paintings and the storming of the Bastille, 
“the staging of the ‘riot’” is used to “depict the insubordinations 
of the dominated as a form of savagery” and “provides a political 
weapon to subdue the domestic wretched”. And the construc-
tion of savagery thus justifies “hunting”, police violence, and 
therefore domination through violence. 

Those who decided to morally condemn what happened on 
Saturday chose the side of the established order in this social 
war. The bourgeois media play their role of watchdogs, but 
others show what they are made of, such as the newspaper 
L’Humanité, which reduces these acts – from class revolts – to 
simple “acts of violence” [“exactions”]. If they are shocked by the 
looting, we, we yellow vests, are shocked that these lootings do 
not happen more often, given the obscenity of the objects and 
prices displayed in the shop windows. 
 
So who are the looters? 

All this discourse contributes to a reversal of responsibility 
and the erasion of the fact that the initial looting is massive and 
structural: i.e. capitalist, colonial and neo-colonial. Because who 
loots? Who has despoiled the land and who still happily collabo-
rates with slave countries like Libya? Who is continuing coloni-
zation while intervening in Chad? Hugo Boss made his fortune 
thanks to the Nazis, and they themselves derived their genocidal 
enterprise from colonial practices. Weren’t the first Vuitton 
trunks used by the settlers and didn’t they accompany the 
“journeys” of the “explorers” and their colonial genocides? 
Didn’t Louis Vuitton run his booth at the Colonial Exhibition? 
Today, LVMH, which owns Louis Vuitton and Bulgari, has ex-
ported a part of the production for some of its subsidiary com-
panies to Madagascar. Not content with exploiting workers in 
France, the group takes advantage of the persistence of colonial 
relations to exploit non-white workers in the former French 
colonies. Didn’t the Barrière Group, which owns Fouquet’s, set 
up luxury hotels in Marrakech, as well as a comfortable casino in 
Abidjan to give respite to all the neo-colonists who came to 
make money from Ivorians and to bleed them dry? Every year 
the Champs-Elysées is the scene for a July 14th [Bastille Day – 
French National Day] celebrating its great colonial army, that 
army that rapes children in Central Africa. Need we carry on 
with this list? 
 
March: spontaneous increase in the minimum wage [SMIC] 

But contrary to what the media and police unions are re-
peating, we felt that these were logical acts, strategic and 
political, whether or not planned in advance. On March 16th, 
we observed a huge redistribution and sharing operation, a 
large free market, a popular and joyful re-appropriation of what 
is produced with the sweat of the poor. 

This operation was first of all a response to material needs 
and above all it represents an active protest against the capital-
ist production system and inequality between social classes: the 
many are poor and exploited, the few are rich and exploiters, 
therefore the many take from the rich and redistribute among 
the poor. The Yellow Vests are the revolt of those who are 
forced to work to survive and who, even with that, do not have 
enough money to get through a month. Looting the shops on the 
Champs-Elysées is a way to make up for this lack of money 
without being exploited. The “solidarity tax on wealth” [ISF] has 
effectively been deducted at source, with the large numbers of 
stolen goods. We hope that the bags, clothes, jewelry collected 
will allow many to supplement their salaries, and that, pending 
social concessions from the government, this self-increase in the 
minimum wage will mean a more serene end of the month in 
March. 

This great celebration of gratuity was also a response to the 
violence of these places, the large windows of “luxury” and 
“prestige” shops. All these commodities that are made for the 
rich and only for them: another way to establish one’s class 
domination through obscenity. Because it is obscene to pay 
15,000 € for a night at the Fouquet’s while people are dying in 
the gutter. This direct violence is coupled with symbolic vio-
lence: the poor don’t get to speak in these places, they are not 
allowed to go into Hugo Boss or Fouquet’s without it being made 
clear to them that this is not their place, or without them being 
escorted straight back outside if they look too poor, or if they 
are black or Arab. 

But that’s the problem with what happened on Saturday, 
that’s what horrifies the rich: if everyone has access to luxury, 
it’s no longer luxury. Symbolically, Saturday’s looting is yet an-
other way to reverse class domination. It makes them under-
stand that what they are trying to make us drool over, the opu-
lence they want to sell… when the Yellow vests want it, they 
grab it in one shot, without asking, and while making them 
tremble. The Yellow vests do not loot to conform to their ideal of 
luxury, but to destroy their model, because their ideal crushes 
them. They torch the Fouquet’s so that nobody will ever be 
humiliated there again. On this Saturday the yellow vests were 
kings and queens of these places, places they are usually banned 
from. 

These major brands would like to get the Yellow vests into 
their enjoyment model, but their happiness comes from else-
where, as L’Obs understood it: “the rioters went into action. That 
is their enjoyment.” The looting was done with joy, collectively. 
Hugo Boss was ransacked, and the clothes were thrown at eve-
ryone, as they appeared suddenly from the broken shop win-
dows like fireworks. In front of the Bulgari, the whole crowd got 
on with unhooking the huge metal plate and carried it to throw 
it at the cops. Young people were overexcited to have found PSG 
shirts; in the [police] kettle, groups were playing with a ball 
(also stolen); a father was delighted about the gifts he would be 
taking to his son; everyone exchanged his pickings in accord-
ance with different sizes and personal tastes. The yellow vests’ 
enjoyment does not arise from individual profit. All the loot was 
joyfully shared between all. The yellow vests’ enjoyment arises 
from the awareness of a collective force… with shouts of “Revo-
lution!”… 

The looters were looted. They were afraid, and the police 
were kept at a distance. The major organizers of the greatest 
systematic historical ransacking have a little taste of the back-
lash. If they were offended, that’s fine. For one afternoon, the 
world was put the right way up. 

 
Original in French: https://acta.zone/le-16-mars-la-guerre-des-pauvres  

https://acta.zone/le-16-mars-la-guerre-des-pauvres
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Victory: the anger that everyone 
thought was theirs to feel alone, was 
found to be felt by the greatest 
number! 

Victory: the yellow vests shat-
tered in the population the feeling of 
despondency and inevitability that 
gave to the powerful the certainty of 
having definitely won! 

Victory: the roundabouts, areas 
without lives and very expensive for 
local authorities, became human 
places for encounters and sharing! 

Victory: what was meant to 
manage traffic, to speed up fluidity 
and productivity has turned into 
spaces where time is spent without 
counting, chatting directly about life 
and the world! 

Victory: State terrorism led by 
mutilations, LBD 40 [a flash-ball 
weapons model], military threats 
and unparalleled brutality failed to 
stop the protests, demonstrations 
and rallies, week after week! 

Victory: despite the winter, the 
cold and the rain, the yellow vests 
continued to hold the roundabouts 
everywhere! 

Victory: the State must deploy armored vehicles and pull 
down the mask of lies about democracy! 

Victory: the police and surveillance services are caught off 
guard and are constantly confronted with situations whose logic 
escapes them! 

Victory: the yellow vests movement has put an end to the 
false consensus in society, and finally enabled everyone to see 
those who want a common well-being and those who think only 
of their own interests! 

Victory: despite all the blows, lies, slanders, insults, contempt 
that the media and politicians have constantly poured out, the 
yellow vests have not mixed in polemics and false debates! 

Victory: starting from an opposition to taxes, the yellow vests 
entered onto the field of a radical questioning of society! 

Victory: the labels, automatisms and political fetishes have 
been scrapped in favor of concrete practices! 

Victory: after four months of existence, the movement does 
not intend to find a leader, much to the chagrin of the authorities 
who have no one to spectacularly put their teeth into! 

Victory: in the face of State terror, the creative and collective 
capacities of the yellow vests are constantly inventing new strat-
egies! 

Victory: the political parties, among the yellow vests, are 
seen with hostility! 

Victory: after decades of humil-
iation, isolation and being crushed, 
tens of thousands, hundreds of 
thousands of people are raising 
their heads! 

Victory: the yellow vest move-
ment inspires millions of people all 
over the planet! 

Victory: on the evening of De-
cember 1st, the Medef [Mouvement 
des Entreprises de France] asked its 
members to “give up some ballast 
vis-à-vis employees” “at the risk of 
losing everything”…! 

Victory: faced with the quantity 
and quality of discussions, research, 
inventions and exchanges, the 
“Great National Debate” appeared 
for what it is: a grotesque comedy 
whose only benefits are for the 
leaders! 

Victory: it is more and more 
common to hear yellow vests refuse 
to bow to the false division between 
vandals [casseurs] and pacifists (!)! 

Victory: the yellow vests are 
and remain the nightmare of deci-
sion makers, authorities and preda-

tors of all kinds! 
Victory: the movement builds itself and gradually, with great 

confidence in its popularity and with the greatest mistrust of 
obsolete methods of organization! 

Victory: the yellow vests put the issue of society as a whole at 
the center of discussions and reflections, not just work-related or 
sector-specific concerns! 

Victory: most politicians debate ridiculously with each other 
about who is “the most yellow vest” or who “identified them 
before everyone else”, while the yellow vests look at them with 
indifference, contempt or mockery, according to the day! 

Victory: the government has been ridiculed by the UN for 
“excessive use of force and severe restriction of rights to demon-
strate”! 

Victory: social networks finally seem inadequate to this 
thirst for meetings, exchanges and direct coordination between 
people! 

Victory: equality, benevolence and tolerance are the intangi-
ble principles to which, in fact, the yellow vests hold! 

AND IT IS FAR AND AWAY FROM BEING FINISHED! 
 
The yellow vests of the roundabout of Campanile, named the 
Olivier’s roundabout, in tribute to our friend killed on December 
20th, 2018 
Villeneuve-sur-Lot, March 28th, 2019 

 
Original in French: https://lundi.am/Gilets-jaunes-Communique%CC%81-de-victoire-no1 

English translation: https://autonomies.org/2019/04/the-gilets-jaunes-understanding-the-movements-beyond-final-defeat-or-victory/  

(April 2nd, 2019) 

GILETS JAUNES VICTORY COMMUNIQUE Nº 1 
(The yellow vests of the roundabout of Campanile) 
 

One Reason For Revolting 

https://lundi.am/Gilets-jaunes-Communique%CC%81-de-victoire-no1
https://autonomies.org/2019/04/the-gilets-jaunes-understanding-the-movements-beyond-final-defeat-or-victory/
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The Yellow Vests (Gilets Jaunes – GJ) movement, which 
appeared via social networks and which was undetected by 
the usual structures of social pacification (trade unions and 
left-wing and far-left political parties), was initially intended 
to oppose an increase in fuel tax announced by the govern-
ment. This movement has taken various forms: blockades of 
roundabouts or logistics platforms, “free toll” operations, 
demonstrations often accompanied by clashes with the po-
lice, attacks on political premises of all sides and attacks on 
symbols of capitalism (luxury shops, real estate agencies, 
banks, etc.). The GJ movement has thrown into the struggle 
sections of the working class whose daily life is punctuated 
by the necessities of survival, and it contradicts through its 
very length in time the forecasts of so-called “experts” who 
for week after week have been announcing its “exhaustion”… 
for the last four months! 

If it has still not managed to fully escape from the na-
tionalist impasse (the belief in a “French people” with 
common interests, beyond the opposition between exploi-
ters and exploited) and continues to delude itself about its 
non-partisan character (all “people of good will” are wel-
come by the GJ… including fascists!), the movement never-
theless managed to go beyond its initial demand and ob-
tained concessions from the Macron-Philippe government on 
several points: cancellation of the CSG increase for some 
pensioners, freezing of fuel taxes and electricity and gas 
prices, capping of bank charges linked to overdrafts, etc. 

The government was forced to make concessions to some 
public officials (in the Financial Administration, Customs 
department, EHPADs [retirement homes] and even the na-
tional police) as it was afraid of their solidarity with the GJ. 
And now it considers that it is its duty to stop giving in and 
to break the movement through state terror in order to make 

it a (counter) example. An unlimited general strike hitting 
the bourgeoisie at the heart of the capitalist social relation, in 
corporations and the Public Service, would be a decisive step 
towards the extension and radicalization of the Yellow Vests 
movement. 

Meanwhile, the unions refuse (obviously!) to call for this 
kind of strike in sectors of activity where their influence 
remains significant (Public Service, large private corpora-
tions), and have drafted – at the government’s request – a 
communiqué condemning the violence… of the Yellow Vests! 

Political parties have not been left out. Leftist and far-left 
ones are trying to put out fires while proposing outdated 
solutions to the Yellow Vests (elections presented as a prel-
ude to hypothetical “social” reforms in the case of victory). 
The openly reactionary parties (LR, RN), after having dema-
gogically supported the movement by projecting their chau-
vinistic fantasies into it, panicked when the social question 
became central, and then applauded the police’s abuses and 
called for yet another strengthening of their repressive arse-
nal. 

The latter, already widely used against the GJ (thousands 
of arrests and preventive controls, more than 800 prison 
sentences pronounced by the administration of “justice”, 
dozens of demonstrators mutilated for life by cops’ grenades 
and flash-ball guns…), is nevertheless constantly reinforced. 
This tells us something about the bourgeoisie’s suicidal de-
termination to continue its policy of looting, like Laurent 
Nuñez, former head of the DGSI (political police) and now 
State Secretary, who claims that all demonstrators will now 
be considered by the public authorities as rioters. 

Yet neither the use of soldiers, tanks and drones nor the 
lies of the press in the hands of billionaire bastards have 
succeeded in quelling the return of proletarian anger. De-

spite repression and propaganda, 
however, the bourgeoisie and their 
opinion poll organizations have had to 
recognize, with horror, that one per-
son in two in this country still sup-
ports the yellow vests and even worse 
that 50% of workers and employ-
ees want a revolution (IFOP poll for 
Atlantico, March 2019)! 

From France to Sudan, from Alge-
ria to Hungary, the exploited are wak-
ing up and face the same repression 
from the watchdogs of the bourgeoi-
sie. 

The latter, behind its various 
masks (religious, secular, democratic, 
nationalist…), has everything to lose. 
We have nothing to lose but our 
chains. It will be us or them. 

 
Original in French: https://garap.org/leptitrouge/leptitrouge08.php # contact.garap@protonmail.com  

(April 2nd, 2019) 

WHAT IS THE YELLOW VESTS MOVEMENT? 
(GARAP – Groupe d’Action pour la Recomposition de l’Autonomie 
Prolétarienne) 
 

https://garap.org/leptitrouge/leptitrouge08.php
mailto:contact.garap@protonmail.com
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The powerful social movement which 
shakes France, known as the “yellow vests”, is 
now entering its sixth month of continuous 
struggle, with, of course, its heterogeneity and 
confusion, but also with its refusal to comply 
with the law and the bourgeois order, to be 
framed by political parties and trade unions, 
with its refusal of any representation or dele-
gation of its power of action, with all its 
strength and determination, thus somewhat 
challenging the general characteristics of pro-
letarian struggles as they have developed in 
recent decades. 
 And this, in spite of the police repression: 

the hundreds of serious injuries, the demonstra-
tors who lost an eye or a hand, the traumas caused by 
brutal beatings, the thousands of grenades of all types 
fired at marches, the utilization of weapons of war and 
armored assault vehicles against demonstrators, the 
thousands of arrests, the raids in train stations and tens of 
thousands of preventive controls on demonstration days, 
the closure of assembly areas, the deployment of soldiers 
from (the so-called “anti-terrorist”) Operation “Sentinel” 
into the apparatus for the maintenance of bourgeois or-
der, the displacement of roundabout occupations and 
other places of struggle, of discussion and organization of 
the movement. 
 And this, despite the judicial repression: hundreds 

of immediate prison sentences, thousands of suspended 
prison sentences issued as a form of warning, bans on 
demonstrations, the “Anti-Riot Act”, and the house ar-
rests. 
 And this, despite the journalistic repression: all the 

lies published in the rags of the ruling class, only good for 
lighting a fire, all the class contempt that the journalists-
cop stooges and other ideologues of the state express 
towards us, we “the rogues”, “the vile populace”, “the 
plebs”, “the scum”, “the rabble”, we proletarians. 
 And this, despite repression by trade unions: these 

State agencies (which are no longer, or never even had 
been of the workers) whose essential mission is precisely 
to prevent and, if necessary, to control, suppress, to legal-
ize and sidetrack onto a harmless path the explosion of 
our devastating rage as infuriated proletarians, who, 
whether we are wearing yellow vests or not, are fighting 
against the exploitation and misery. 
 And this, despite the haughty contempt displayed by 

most of the ultra-left sects (self-proclaimed “left com-
munist”), for whom, atop their ideological pedestal and 
filled with their complacency and arrogance, the “yellow 
vests” movement does not embody the “purity” of the 

proletariat of which they dream of being the “beloved 
leaders” leading their docile flock over the right path of 
the “bright future” of “real socialism”. 
 And this, despite all the other traps, false solutions, 

and phoney alternatives, which are put in our way: “par-
ticipative and direct democracy” (RIC and other bullshit), 
for example, will only allow the oppressed to participate 
better and more openly in their own oppression. It is in 
fact the whole system of (bourgeois) politics and the capi-
talist social relations that go with it, that must be turned 
upside down, eradicated, annihilated, erased and de-
stroyed, that must be removed and not reformed. 

Basically, “we are not French; we are not the people; 
we are not citizens; we are the proletariat”. We are the 
coming revolution; we are the final solution to all the so-
cial contradictions that divide humanity into two classes 
with diametrically and viscerally antagonistic interests: 
the holders of private ownership over the means of pro-
duction against those dispossessed of the means of exist-
ence, which they want to re-appropriate. 

Nobody will be surprised therefore, in sight of the de-
velopment of these struggles, that this year, May Day will 
probably be more virulent, more radical, and therefore 
more violent than ever before, thus expressing what this 
symbolic day historically represents at the international 
level: a day of struggle and combat of the world proletari-
at that has its origin in the massacre of our comrades, 
workers and anarchist communists during the events in 
Haymarket Square in Chicago (USA) in 1886. 

Already some “black blocs” are calling to mobilize in 
Paris, “for a yellow and black May Day”, in conjunction 
with the most radical sectors of the “yellow vests”: “This 
May Day will be a day of struggle. A day in hell for the 
people who will defend the system. But for us (…) this day 
will be festive, a day to express our fury and our rebellion. 
A day in which destiny will shift.” (“Black Bloc France”, 
April 9th, 2019) 

(April 22nd, 2019) 

YELLOW VESTS (OR NOT) 
FOR A COMBATIVE MAY DAY 
ANTI-CAPITALIST DIRECT ACTION 
(nosotros.proletarios) 
 

Insurrectionary General Strike 
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We do not believe that the material conditions and 
struggles as they are today have reached such a maturity 
that “destiny will shift”. Nevertheless, if on this May Day 
some streets and bourgeois districts of Paris and other 
cities of France and Navarre are engulfed in flames of the 
righteous and healthy anger of our class… if luxury shops 
are looted (like during the sacking of the Champs Elysées 
on March 16th) and the commodity, if not abolished, is at 
least redistributed among “the wretched of the Earth” 
(reappropriation of social wealth produced by us prole-
tarians)… if the armed mercenaries in the pay of the capi-
talist class finally get what’s coming to them and are 
forced to retreat or desert (as did the cops who defected 
with their weapons to the insurgent proletariat’s side in 
Bolivia in 2003)… then there’s nothing more normal and 
logical, nothing more than sane and healthy. It would even 
be distressing if none of this happens. But it would also be 
equally distressing (for other reasons, of course) and 
damaging for the rest of our movement of opposition to 
the present state of things if simply all this were to hap-
pen and if it were left at that, if we were to limit ourselves 
to a class violence that might turn into a spectacle of vio-
lence, if we were not to go any further, if we were not to 
deepen the gap, the chasm that separates us from them, us 
being humanity in struggle and them being the capitalists 
and their world, made up of misery, exploitation, war and 
suffering. 

What the “yellow vests” movement of struggle (and 
more generally the proletariat) needs most is not the end-
less repetition, “Act” after “Act”, Saturday of protest after 
Saturday of protest, of the same confrontations with re-
pressive forces trained to play “cops and robbers” (alt-
hough we do not mean to indicate any opposition to the 
violence of our class against the forces of Death), but what 
we need is really to develop our perspectives, our rup-
tures and radicality towards this world, to break the co-
hesion of the cops and gendarmes who repress us, to hunt 
down the masters who govern us even in their unassaila-
ble fortresses, to set fire to their palaces and castles, to 
knock down the citadels of profit, to pillage their banks, to 
block the whole economy, to dissolve their rate of surplus 
value and at the same moment our exploitation, to organ-
ize the genuine strike of our class: the insurrectionary 
general strike, etc. 

As long as these essential points are not addressed, as 
long as a practical response is not put forward and as-
sumed as such, i.e. as a total negation of the present state 
of things, then the emergence of a new world that we (we 
proletarians) all have to win, and the affirmation of the 
course of things to come will only be pure speculation. 

So, until the bad times are over… 
 
Yellow vests (or not), black blocs (or not) 
For a combative May Day, Anti-capitalist direct action 

 
 

Original in French: https://nantes.indymedia.org/articles/45373 # nosotros.proletarios@gmx.com  

On The Move Towards Social War 

https://nantes.indymedia.org/articles/45373
mailto:nosotros.proletarios@gmx.com
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Following the call-out by the Assembly of Assemblies of 
Saint-Nazaire for action and mobilization during the Europe-
an elections, we call for regional coordination in order to take 
to the streets during the electoral masquerade on Sunday 
26th May in all the major 
cities: there where most 
of the polling stations 
are concentrated. 

For all those who 
cannot go to the inter-
national demonstra-
tion in Brussels, we 
urge them to head for 
their nearest major 
city to march and to 
take to the streets. 

All elections are dead 
ends and the movement 
has known this from the 
beginning: we avoided 
all the pitfalls that have 
been set for us (co-
optation by the govern-
ment, appointment of 
representatives, manipu-
lation by parties or un-
ions, division between 
good and bad “Gilets 
jaunes”, etc.). We will 
never fall again into the 
election trap that […] 
only serves to reinforce 
the power of those who 
have a party apparatus, 
an enormous social and 
financial capital, relays 
in the media, etc. and 
certainly doesn’t serve 
the interests of “those 
who are nothing”. 

Because the State serves the economy, not the other way 
round! It is the armed wing that protects the interests of 
those who make their fortune by trading our means of sub-
sistence (food, shelter, clothing, transportation, health care, 
education). It is in the pay of multinational companies that do 
not care about life and what people think about it. Their only 
goal is to enrich themselves by exploiting us through wage 
labor, by making us sick through hard work that makes no 
sense and by polluting and destroying the planet. No political 
decision can therefore overthrow the economy, because the 
economy is the political project of any modern State: a pro-
ject aiming at behavioral discipline to make every moment, 

every fact and every action productive, profitable and con-
trollable. And no elected official, no parliament, can really 
oppose it. Let us remember Greece and the humiliation it 
suffered when it dared to believe that an elected government 

could fight the European 
Central Bank and the 
IMF! The Greek people 
were bled dry and the 
elected government, 
despite all its good will, 
was humiliated and fell 
in line (austerity 
measures, etc.) 

We therefore take 
note that real politics, 
which we have been 
pursuing for the past 
six months, begins 
with blockades and 
direct attacks on the 
economy. 

On May 26th, we are 
therefore taking action: 
the electoral masquer-
ade is over. We will no 
longer participate in it. 
And beyond that, we will 
no longer allow these 
moments of massive 
propaganda to pass qui-
etly, moments which are 
aimed only at justifying 
the established order 
and providing it with a 
legitimacy that is noth-
ing more than a lie. 

We do not want elec-
tions or representatives. 
We no longer want to be 

governed. We no longer want to be “represented”. We do not 
want to take power, we do not want “more” power, we want 
to remove power. And instead we will embody politics direct-
ly, without intermediaries or polling stations. Popular wis-
dom, workers’ and militants’ organizations, roundabout oc-
cupations, have developed other political forms (assemblies, 
imperative and revocable mandates, rotation of tasks, work-
ers’ councils, etc.). Through blockades, occupations, yellow 
demonstrations, etc., we will continue to fight against the 
economy that is chaining us and to occupy the “public” space 
in order to continue to take back control of our lives. The 
elections are cancelled. 
Material and Political Autonomy! 

 
Original in French: https://iaata.info/GJ-Appel-National-Le-dimanche-26-mai-On-perturbe-les-elections-3410.html  

(May 20th, 2019) 

GILETS JAUNES’ NATIONAL CALL-OUT // SUNDAY 26TH MAY: TO THE 

STREETS DURING THE ELECTIONS! 
(Gilets jaunes from Toulouse) 
 

https://iaata.info/GJ-Appel-National-Le-dimanche-26-mai-On-perturbe-les-elections-3410.html
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On Friday, May 17th, Emmanuel Macron, President of the Re-
public, talked about us again. 

As usual, he talks about us to shut us up. 
But we’ve been around for six months. 
We emerged from the backwoods; we overcame our sense of 

resignation. 
For the last six months, the president has wanted us to go 

home, calm down, fall in line. 
But despite our differences, despite our heterogeneity (or 

perhaps thanks to it, to a certain extent?), we are still there. 
He said he had “provided answers to the French on what had 

led to this movement”. 
Two possibilities, one answer: 
A- Macron is stupid. 
B- Macron thinks we’re jerks. 
Answer B of course. Macron is not stupid, he is simply greedy 

for power and like any good leader, like any bourgeois, he seeks 
above all to preserve his privileges, those of the possessing class. 

However, our main demand has been clear from the begin-
ning: MACRON RESIGN. 

Macron adds that for “those who continue today [to protest], 
there is no longer any political outlet”. He calls for “calm”, encour-
ages everyone to “return to normality” and “to express their differ-
ences of opinion (…) in the times provided for by democracy, those 
of elections”. If we no longer have any “political outlet”, why should 
we vote? Hmm? 

We have been saying this since the beginning of the move-
ment: we do not want a change of political staff, we do not want to 
replace Macron with Le Pen or Mélenchon or anyone else. We 
want something else. We do not need a boss, a leader; we do not 
want representatives, opportunistic careerist puppets to set up a 
new party. It has been said since the beginning: our movement 
stands outside institutional politics, outside the parties, outside 
the trade unions; we do not want to become “social partners” of 

the power who only serve to strengthen the democratic image of 
the system and preserve the established order. 

The lists labelled “Gilets jaunes” for the European elections are 
nothing but pure political manipulation. These are attempts to 
kick us into line, just like the so-called representatives of the Yel-
low vests who declare demonstrations in advance to the prefec-
ture. All this is aimed at a return to normality through something 
other than the policing method: what is being sought is the 
maintenance of public order by simply changing a few faces. 

But we do not want a few crumbs reluctantly dropped by the 
political power, we want a social revolution. Radical change, 
which is beyond us as much as Macron (he who would like us to 
limit ourselves to dialogue with his subordinates, to create elec-
toral lists, to perpetuate the system against which we are strug-
gling…). 

Exploited and dominated here and on the other side of the 
world by the same politicians, the same capitalists, our prospects 
for social change are not “simple”, because everything has to be 
overthrown, here and elsewhere. Our solutions do not fit into the 
system’s legal boxes and we understood that the government 
would put obstacles in our way at each autonomous initiative, at 
each moment that slips out of its control. But we will not give up: 
assemblies, occupying roundabouts, building huts, demonstra-
tions, actions of all kinds, we are now living through the struggle 
against this system based on social inequalities, but we are also 
living through mutual aid, self-organization and social experimen-
tation. 
 
We are the present and the future. 
On May 26th, we’re not gonna vote. 
We have much better things to do! 
 
May 2019, Paris, 
Collectif Gilets jaunes Rungis Île-de-France 

 
Original in French: https://paris-luttes.info/gilets-jaunes-rungis-ile-de-france-12205?lang=fr  

(May 21st, 2019) 

[GILETS JAUNES RUNGIS ÎLE-DE-FRANCE] DON’T VOTE, FIGHT! 
(Collectif Gilets jaunes Rungis Île-de-France) 
 

Macron, Le Pen, Mélenchon: Get The Fuck Out! 

https://paris-luttes.info/gilets-jaunes-rungis-ile-de-france-12205?lang=fr
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Revolution, counter-revolution, insurrection, normaliza-
tion, and election in the yellow vest movement(s). 

The yellow vest movement is weaker than ever, although 
there are still beautiful pockets of resistance that continue to 
exist, and the demonstrations remind Macron of how much we 
appreciate him and his politics. The issue of elections (European 
elections but not only) has become increasingly prominent in 
discussions and in communication. This is an opportunity to 
revisit this unprecedented movement, its revolutionary force, 
and what has come to break it and moreover to contain it. 
 
Mass and force. 

Six months ago, the movement of the yellow vests began with 
massive and unprecedented determination. The occupations of 
roundabouts, economic blockades and undeclared demonstra-
tions in Paris and the provinces, which often turned into riots 
punctuated by clashes with the police, barricades and targeted 
destruction, gave this movement a tone that has to be described 
as revolutionary or insurrectional. 
 
A hint of revolution. 

The word revolution was moreover on everyone’s 
lips and mind. But for once it wasn’t an empty word or 
a professional militant’s fantasy. The symbols of the 
French Revolution were immediately taken up again: 
the French flag, and the Marseillaise of course, which 
was no longer sung in a nationalist and patriotic spirit 
dear to the far right but for the revolutionary energy it 
expresses. 

Dummy guillotines appeared on many roundabouts 
and simulated beheadings were staged in different 
places. 
 
A matter of a final straw. 

Everyone agreed that this matter about taxes was 
just the last straw that broke the camel’s back. And 
ultimately it was against Macron and the contempt of 
the political elites that the yellow vests rose up, as well 
as against a political system that, under the guise of 
democracy, in fact leaves us powerless, as much as 
against an economic logic that allows a few to accumu-
late obscene fortunes while it leaves the grand majority 
to be crushed by precariousness. If the revolution al-
ways refers to the idea of rupture, it was indeed a logic 
that Macron embodied perfectly which the yellow vests 
wanted to break with, more or less confusedly. Break-
ing with the contempt of the ruling classes, breaking 
with the politics of politicians, breaking with the misery 
that the latest generation of capitalism promises to the 
common people. 
 
Preventive counter-revolution and serial mutila-
tion. 

It was definitely in response to this insurrectionary 
surge that the government dropped its first crumbs. 
Abolition of the carbon tax, a false revaluation of the 

minimum wage [SMIC] via an activity bonus for only certain 
people, and finally cancellation of the increase in the Social Secu-
rity Contribution [CSG] rate for some pensioners. By playing the 
“I understood your desire for dialogue” card, Macron launched 
that gigantic operation of communication, of trickery and finally 
of propaganda - the great debate. How much did it cost? 12 mil-
lion euros for new crumbs which evidently satisfied no one. A 
huge flop. 

Yet meanwhile and as always in order to deal with this surge, 
the government decided to put its mechanisms of repression into 
motion, both the policial and judicial, with a violence unheard of 
under the reign of the 5th Republic, with the exception of the 
colonies. We have indeed been subjected to a flood of counter-
revolutionary and counter-insurgency measures over the past 6 
months. 3,830 wounded, 8,700 detained, 13,460 flash-balls [LBD 
40] fired and 1,428 instant tear gas grenades [GLI-F4] fired, 
according to the Ministry of the Interior. The “demo-wounded” 
and other busted faces (akin to war-wounded), the “mutilated as 
an example” as states the name of a collective of the wounded, 
will be a living testimony to that for the rest of their lives. 
 

(May 25th, 2019) 

IS THE YELLOW VESTS MOVEMENT REVOLUTIONARY? 
(Rouen dans la rue) 
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Tension between insurrection 
and normalization. 

There are obviously contra-
dictions, tensions absolutely 
natural for a revolt that is far 
from being homogeneous and 
which is pervaded by desires and 
discourses, different ways of 
doing things, different forms of 
organization and various tactical 
orientations. First of all, there is a 
tension between the initial revo-
lutionary power of the movement 
and that which relates to its nor-
malization or even neutralization. 
On the one hand, there is the 
number and the determination of 
those who have been at the 
blockades since November 17th, 
the disorderly and spontaneous 
anger of those who attack toll-
gates and public buildings, like in 
the prefecture of Le Puy en Velay, 
or even those who want to get into the Elysée at any cost. There’s 
the crazy days of November 24th, of the 1st and 8th of December 
that turned into popular uprisings and which wanted nothing 
else than Macron’s resignation. The movement is not sure where 
it is going, but this could be the condition for it to go as far as 
possible. In any case, it is this strength that has weakened and 
shaken the power and has wrested a few crumbs. 

On the other hand, there is what we call the splines of nor-
malization. Very early on there was an effort to obtain the sup-
port of certain elected officials by sending them lists of grievanc-
es or even requesting their endorsement. Clearly and rationally 
formulated demands then emerged, focusing on fiscal (restora-
tion of the solidarity tax on wealth [ISF]), social (increase of all 
minimal social services) and political (“Citizen’s Initiative Refer-
endum” [RIC]) demands. The latter captured considerable energy 
(a petition, a conference, etc.) and became the miracle solution to 
all our problems. But if it expresses a legitimate desire to make 
our own decisions about what concerns us, it actually deprives us 
of the temporality of the balance of power in which we are en-
gaged, while making us dependent on institutional mechanisms. 
Let’s suppose that the balance of power was favorable, it would 
have taken months before the RIC was enshrined in the constitu-
tion, and more months before a first RIC be put to the vote. 

At the same time, moderate yellow vests left the movement 
(RIP Jacqueline); others created parties or set up lists for the 
European elections (Ingrid Levavasseur) and were often swept 
aside, rejected by the yellow vests, while others still persist in 
declaring demonstrations in negotiation with the authorities to 
even further pacify the movement. 
 
War and peace. 

A sign of this tension is the opposition between “pacifism and 
violence”, which is an abstract, empty and actually moralistic 
opposition. The issue of violence is always poorly addressed. 
Firstly, because the primary violence is that of the State and its 
police. And the pacifism of many yellow vests quickly broke 
down under the blows from truncheons and flash-balls. Second-
ly, if there are people who call themselves pacifists and support-
ers of non-violence, there is no one to present themselves as 
violent and non-pacifist. It is not a question of being for or 

against violence, but of grasping this hard fact: there are situa-
tions where popular anger is expressed in a violent way and 
there is nothing anyone can do about it. It is important to recog-
nize that this violence is legitimate and productive, as is con-
firmed by a minimal attention to history. The violence of yellow 
vests was such a case. You don’t make a revolution by posting 
stickers even if of course this violence can be terrifying. And 
unfortunately, it is not the current dynamic that will allow us to 
obtain anything. […] 
 
Final episode? 

No one knows how this yellow vest movement will turn out. 
Several possible futures are emerging. The future through asso-
ciations, the classically political and electoral future. In some 
places, yellow vests are organizing themselves in concrete terms 
and they are maintaining collective and solidarity-based forms of 
life that remind us of ZAD. The anger and frustration of having 
obtained so little in addition to the final disavowal of the political 
community could also reinforce the desire for fascism that al-
ways arises in times of crisis. But it is also possible that the hot 
embers will turn into a devastating fire again at the next provoca-
tion by Macron or his replacement. Because what we have expe-
rienced with the yellow vests resembles nothing we have ever 
known. Though we have obtained little, we have won a lot. 

We have broken the atomization and loneliness that this 
world reserves for us. We got together and experienced our 
collective force while discovering solidarity, fraternity and com-
munal life. We have occupied, blocked, demonstrated and at-
tacked the symbols of power. That power trembled and tottered 
under the wrath of a strange folk who invented themselves un-
der our astounded and laughing eyes. The people of the rounda-
bouts. Symbolically at least, we defeated and destroyed Macron. 

Without any doubt, this movement is historic. It is indeed a 
force, and one of revolutionary desires, which the yellow vests 
have brought to life. An insurrectional force intersected by the 
logic of normalization and of pacification. A force that crashed 
against the repression of the State. We will never forget it as we 
will never forget the joy we experienced in assessing our collec-
tive power. We are on the right track. 

Aouh! Aouh! Aouh! 

 
Original in French: https://rouendanslarue.net/le-mouvement-des-gilets-jaunes-est-il-revolutionnaire/ # rouendanslarue@riseup.net  

https://rouendanslarue.net/le-mouvement-des-gilets-jaunes-est-il-revolutionnaire/
mailto:rouendanslarue@riseup.net
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On July 27th, the Yellow Vests marched throughout France for 
their 37th Saturday of mobilization. 

37. There is something unprecedented about that. Why still 
mobilize after 37 Saturdays? Some say that we will not “win” 
anything. They regret that we are exhausting ourselves in these 
endless demonstrations; they call for other forms of action, for us 
to take a firmer line, get struc-
tured, build on new foundations, 
and reinvent ourselves. In short, 
they want us to change at any 
cost. 

However, far from being a 
failure, these 37 Saturdays are 
really an amazing feat. This is an 
achievement and something we 
can be proud of. In the heat of the 
summer there were only one 
thousands of us in Paris, march-
ing all afternoon. The procession 
was surprisingly optimistic, as if 
we were amazed (and joyful) that 
we still existed. 

Faces of passers-by were re-
flecting surprise this Saturday. 
They stared wide-eyed as we 
passed by. “What the hell, are 
yellow vests still around? Isn’t 
this old story over?” 

Well, no, it’s not over. And 
that’s precisely what our Satur-
days mean. That it won’t end. 

“Faithful going to High Mass” 
was headlined a few weeks ago 
about us in a regional newspaper, 
with infinite contempt. 

“Meeting the last Yellow 
Vests”, headlined Libération a few 
days ago, appointing for the occa-
sion its special envoys across the 
roundabouts in the same way as 
anthropologists would be sent 
out to Indian reserves. Under the writer’s pen the interviewed 
yellow vests were no longer men, but “fellows”. 

The current system wants us to disappear. Since November 
17th, it has been determined to eradicate us. “So when is it to be?” 
it asks regularly. 

“This has gone beyond a joke,” it says. Back to work, back to 
the real world, or in Macron’s Newspeak, back to “appeasement”. 

They want to fossilize us, relegate us to the history books, and 
since it is impossible to totally deny our existence, since the first 
day they have been trying to turn us into ancient history. 

“What the hell! Are the Yellow Vests still out there?” 
Yes, little lady! Yes, my good sir. They still exist. They’re here 

in the flesh, outside your house. And they sing, all dressed in 
yellow. 

We are not the last Gallic village, or veterans nostalgic for 
their acts of glory, as the voices of the system try to make us 
believe. 

37 Saturdays. Our heads are regenerating as they are cut off. 
(It seems that the Hydra of Lerna has become a Yellow Vest.) 

37 Saturdays. Phoenix of insurrections, we are rising from 
our ashes. 

37 Saturdays. The guard dogs 
of the system can give it all 
they've got, they can wheel out 
their big guns. There’s nothing 
they can do about it. Something is 
smoldering and will continue to 
smolder. 

When the fire is in the old 
wood, it cannot be put out. 

37. We are and will remain 
the nightmare of the supporters 
of law and order (who are always 
the supporters of the established 
order). 

37. We are a tough weed with 
invisible roots, which grows back 
twice as strong every time they 
try to pull it up. 

Why then continue to demon-
strate? Because our Saturdays are 
already emancipation, days torn 
away from the monotony of 
weeks. They have a special color 
and smell, made of adrenaline 
and excitement. They allow us to 
remember our struggle, to see 
together in processions that our 
determination is intact. In that 
sense, there’s some something 
ritual about them. Like a great 
revolutionary mass. 

37. 37. 37. We are a shipment 
of explosives left in an old dry 
wooden shed during a drought-

ridden summer. 
We are the embers on which you are blowing with every new 

scandal, every budget cut, and every act of police brutality. 
Winter Yellow vests… Summer Yellow vests… Autumn is 

coming, and we are back and remain intact, the flowers in the 
pallet truck. 

The Yellow Vests declare themselves in a state of permanent 
revolt. Every Saturday we prove that our movement is not 
ephemeral. We will not go back home. Saturday’s demonstra-
tions are a way of symbolically acknowledging that there is no 
turning back. That sooner or later, the conflagration will come. 
Until this society has collapsed, the Yellow Vests will continue to 
march. We keep alive at all times the spark of insurrection that 
will light the first fuse. 

(July 30th, 2019) 

LET’S BE PROUD OF WHAT WE ARE 
(Yellow Vests from Place des Fêtes) 
 

Those who make a peaceful revolution impossible 
make a violent revolution mandatory 
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Because we are a harbinger. What is flanked by CRS vans, 
screaming “Macron resign!”, and what you can see through your 
windows, is not a procession. It’s a prophecy. The announcement 
of a major upheaval. 

On Saturday, the eldest member of the procession was 74 
years old. This is a man who has been pounding the pavement 
since December, always armed with his megaphone, in which he 
screams relentlessly: “Macron in jail”. The youngest was a 13-
year-old schoolboy, who stumbled upon a demonstration at the 
end of November while riding his scooter towards the Champs. 
The Yellow Vests became his second family. 

There were people from all parts of society, from all worlds – 
there were all sorts of people except energetic businessmen. We 
are a heterogeneous crowd, bringing together those who you 
might think nothing could bring together. Nowhere in French 
society is there such a successful mix of populations. The Yellow 
Vests are the bugbears of various “experts”, as they are always 
several steps ahead, and they cannot be confined within any 
category. The crowd is so diverse, so unclassifiable, that it seems 
strange, even suspicious. 

“But who are these people?” asks the onlooker. There are an-
gry and idealistic people, many people who have suffered. Our 

only common feature: the thirst for justice. Soon, no matter how 
much you want it, you will no longer be able to despise us. 

It’s been 37 Saturdays. And why not many more? There 
would be nothing ridiculous about the Yellow Vests marching for 
their 200th weekend. If that is what is necessary for the system to 
implode, we will do it. 

“Work, consume and shut your mouth!” This is the magic 
formula that sums up our society. They want citizens who be-
have very well… But the Yellow Vests refuse to obey this injunc-
tion. They know that they live in a world that cannot go on any 
longer. We are not only fighting for a few euros on our paycheck, 
we are fighting against a system that is destroying our planet. 

You don’t stay at home when your house is on fire. 
This autumn thus promises to be very hot. Under the motto: 

“End of the world, end of the month. The same culprits, the same 
fight”, the date of Saturday September 21st is becoming already a 
new highlight. Let’s hope that there will be major demonstra-
tions everywhere on the occasion of this 45th Saturday. 

37. Yes, we’ll see the summer out. There is no longer any 
doubt about that. And if this 37th Saturday has a special meaning, 
it is to proclaim once again that something unsinkable is born. 

Let’s be proud of what we are! 
 

Original in French: https://www.facebook.com/Lacabanedesgiletsjaunesplacedesfetes/posts/581989765538884/ # lacabanejaune@riseup.net  

Neither By Macron Nor By Anyone 
We Don’t Want To Be Governed! 
Yellow Vests Against The State 

https://www.facebook.com/Lacabanedesgiletsjaunesplacedesfetes/posts/581989765538884/
mailto:lacabanejaune@riseup.net
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All around the roundabout 
There are women and men 
Wearing a yellow vest 
And blocking the roundabout 
All around the roundabout 
We put some banners up 
Proclaiming “we have nothing left” 
Not written like a leaflet 
On the floor of the roundabout 
There’s a woman who dies 
On the first morning 
Fear and fury 
But around the roundabout 
We haven’t packed anything up 
We haven’t removed anything 
And we won’t give up 
 
All around the roundabout 
We’re talking about the difficulty 
Of keeping warm in winter 
We’re waiting for springtime 
And shopping at the supermarket 
Which costs us a fortune 
As if it was asking for the moon 
To feed our children 
And then there’s the thing that kills us 
These jobs that make us puke 
When you think that Marie 
Can’t survive on her pension 
She’s seventy-four years old 

And distributes ads 
There must be three cubic meters of them 
She’s paid as quarter time 
 
It’s true that on the roundabouts 
There’s a flag of France 
You think it’s a defense 
In these uncertain times 
At the same time this France 
Bludgeoned us 
And from the time of the trenches 
She betrays our trust 
France is just a word 
In the service of an empire 
She will always betray 
You have to expect the worst 
France is a barrier 
Between the proletarians 
As if slavery 
Would stop at the borders 
 
 
 
 

Starting from the roundabout 
We joined the strike 
The strike that lifts us up 
The strike that makes us strong 
There are no longer thousands of us 
To block roundabouts 
There are millions of us 
There’s nothing left to hold us back 
We took the ports 
And we hold the streets 
The power is vanishing 
It no longer frightens us 
And storming heaven 
We greet the stars 
And we laugh and we cry 
To the everlasting strike 
Starting from the roundabout 
Starting from the roundabout 
Starting from the roundabout… 

 
 

 
 

Edith Piaf’s Song 
in Yellow Vest Cover Version 
 
 

We’ve got to cut off his head 
Danton would’ve said, I think 
If I’ve understood the concept 
That’s what revolution is all about 
He doesn’t give a shit about the world 
And he acts like a king 
To wipe out the heartlands of France 
That’s why his masters put him there 
 
Fees and taxes we have both 
Nothing for us and everything for them 
Work like a slave, poor beggar 
You’re not here to be happy 
He wants us to save the planet 
China and the U.S.A are laughing 

They don’t over-complicate things 
But it’s your Renault Clio that sucks 
 
Container ships on the sea 
All those planes in the air 
Even the cows farting on the ground 
Diesel is far behind 
When we consider that Castaner 
Takes a ride in a helicopter 
CO2 is harmful 
They’re laughing at us, that’s for sure 
 
So 
We’ve got to cut off their heads 
People in the old days would’ve said 

We’re not allowed to anymore, it’s silly 
We don’t make the laws 
We’re drowning in debt 
It’s a long way to the end of the month 
We’re out of bread, it’s silly 
We don’t think about eating cake 
 
I did see Benalla run past 
What a nice dish 
By the pool over there 
Some folks don’t worry 
We’ve got to cut off their heads 
Robespierre would’ve said, I think 
Revolution, that’s great 
We learn that at school  
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Even If Macron Doesn’t 
Want That, Here We Are… 
 

 

Here we are, here we are 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 
For the honor of the workers 
And for a better world 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 
 
I wake up with a heavy heart 
I don’t know if I’ll be home tonight 
A rubber bullet attack 
A brutal arrest 
But that’s not gonna stop us 
 
Because here we are, here we are 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 
For the honor of the workers 
And for a better world 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 
 
It’s one o’clock I’m on my way 
To get back to my family called the vests 
To defend our honor 
We sing with our hands over our hearts 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 

 
Here we are, here we are 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 
For the honor of the workers 
And for a better world 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 
 
Here we are in front of you 
We would like to ask you to join us 
We’re all brothers and sisters 
Let’s build a better world 
For the future of those who will come 
after us 
 
Here we are, here we are 
Even if Macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 
For the honor of the workers 
And for a better world 
Even if macron doesn’t want that 
Here we are 

 

Download these videos directly from our blog: https://www.autistici.org/tridnivalka/yellow-vests-some-songs/ 
 

The Beggars 
 
In their crumpled yellow vests 
They were going to protest 
In the chilly early morning, 
The beggars… 
 
They came out every day of the week, 
To shout “Enough is enough!” 
They were fighting for a better life, 
The beggars. 
 
They were fighting against misery, 
They didn’t want to keep quiet anymore, 
They weren’t asking for heaven, 
Just to be understood. 
 
In their crumpled yellow vests 
Pacifists but determined 
They were firmly blocking the area, 
The beggars… 
 
At night they kept on blocking 
On roundabouts and at the tolls, 
They didn’t want to kiss the floor anymore, 
The beggars. 
 
There have never been so many people 
Demanding the resignation 
Of all those crooked politicians, 
Gross guys 
 
In their crumpled yellow vests 
Supporting the France of the forgotten 
Finally they were getting a bit visible, 
The beggars… 
 

 
 
Together they were singing songs 
Nothing was overlooked, bourgeois, bosses, 
The chorus “Macron resign!” 
Out loud! 
 
They don’t want BFM TV anymore 
All those shackled media 
Sowing fear, division… 
That’s their mission. 
 
I can’t believe they spent years 
Always paying without flinching 
It was time for them to open their eyes, 
Both of them. 
 
 

 
 
If you were smart you could have 
Calmed the anger and hunger 
Of those coming with empty stomachs, 
The beggars. 
 
But you are so contemptuous 
You don’t have a heart big enough 
To house all these people there 
That’s all. 
 
Thinking about all this, I tell myself 
Long live True Democracy 
Until then, they won’t be walking, 
In step… 
  

https://www.autistici.org/tridnivalka/yellow-vests-some-songs/
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This society offers us only a struggle for bare survival, in which we are nothing but labour 
force and consumers. Of course, it’s all wrapped in beautiful speeches about decent 
citizen’s values and needs of the country and economy, in fashion trends and spiritless 
lifestyles daily churned out to us by media, politicians, scientists, celebrities… Are branded 
clothes, new mobile phones and plasma TV sets, leased cars and mortgaged housing, 
Friday parties, TV shows and family idylls in shopping centres a sufficient substitute for a 
truly human life? Is it all what we really desire and what we really need? 
 
1. NOT FOR US! 
We have no grandiose properties and companies, which would make living for us, therefore 
we have to go to work. We sell our time and energy, our labour power, to the class of 
bourgeois, who own means of production. We exchange our labour for a wage, which 
allows us to buy what we need to survive and what was produced elsewhere by the same 
working people as we are. However much we earn, as soon as we have spent our pay, we 
have to rush back to work again. It’s our labour what drives all the society and economy: 
factories, supermarkets, offices, hospitals, construction sites… We are the class of proletar-
ians and we thus rebel! 
 
2. AGAINST WAGE LABOUR 
Labour is alienated from us, because the time, during which we are working, doesn’t belong 
to us, it’s not a complete part of us – above all it’s a means how to obtain money. As we sell 
our labour as a commodity to individual bosses and also to the whole bourgeoisie, it’s them 
who control it, who own it and who really benefit from it. We just have to work as long and 
as fast as it’s demanded from us. Thus, we struggle against wage labour, which is the basis 
of our exploitation and of the whole capitalist system. 
 
3. AGAINST LEISURE-TIME FACTORY 
We don’t work in order to directly satisfy our needs as well as needs of the whole of human-
ity. Needs of life are mediated to us through wages – money, because products of our 
labour, which belongs to the bourgeoisie, is alienated from us too. All the society is alienat-
ed from us: relations, which it is based on, its structures, institutions, wealth and even 
knowledge. Therefore, the dictatorship of Capital reigns also outside of work. Leisure, which 
we are looking for, is its part. It’s Capital, not us, that determines, how we eat, make love, 
dwell, travel, enjoy ourselves… Therefore, we struggle against the whole of capitalist social 
relations, which traps us in a gigantic factory, where we are like milch cows in every mo-
ment of our lives. 
 
4. AGAINST CAPITALISM 
Our labour is a commodity like no other: it’s the only one able to create new value, bigger 
than its own. Bosses exploit all of us, as they pay us only for our labour power and the 
whole surplus, that we have produced, is their surplus value and profit. Profit is re-invested 
in means of production, in production of new Capital, which is all the property controlled, 
owned and sold by bourgeois. Capital is our dead labour embodied in things. It’s our time 
and energy that we have killed at work not to satisfy human needs but to produce commodi-
ties. The only aim of the capitalist mode of production is to achieve profit and multiply 
Capital. Human needs are totally secondary and they are “satisfied” through production only 
in the extent and in the way, which serve Capital’s expansion. And it is the reason why even 
“socialist” regimes, the USSR and its satellites, were capitalist and there is still nowadays 
capitalism in North Korea, China or Cuba. Where there’s wage labour, there inevitably 
exists also Capital and it can’t be otherwise just because there’s also a “Marxist” ideology’s 
garb, re-organisation of the bourgeoisie through a political party and state and its efforts 
(with no lasting chance to succeed) to deform capitalist laws of market, competition and 
value. 
 
5. AGAINST DEMOCRACY, STATE AND BOURGEOIS POLITICS 
Democracy is the capitalist society’s own essence and not just one of its political forms. 
Atomised citizens, who achieve an artificial unity through a separated area of national 
politics, are a common characteristic of parliamentary, Stalinist, Fascist or for instance 
Islamist states. These are organisations of the bourgeoisie as a class, growing from social 
relations of the class society. That’s why the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat is anti-
democratic and anti-state and has nothing in common with bourgeois politics, political 
parties (whether they are Left-wing or Right-wing, parliamentary or extra-parliamentary, 
legal or banned), elections and political coups. 
 
6. AGAINST TRADE UNIONS AND LEFTISM 
Class unions (in opposition to “scab” trade unions directly established by bourgeoisie) are 
not working class organisations for long time. They became a part of the capitalist State, an 
institution for an organised selling of labour power and keeping social peace. As such, they 
have to be destroyed, not reformed. Weaknesses and defeats of our class gave and still 
give rise to many currents of Leftism, which play the role of historical Social Democracy. In 
times of revolutions they have always been the Capital’s last resort and bastion, because 
they don’t strive for destruction of Capitalism, but for its radical reform. Therefore, com-
munist proletarians struggle against all forms of Leftism: Stalinism, Trotskyism, Maoism, 
many varieties of Anarchism, Anti-Globalism, “Third-Worldist” Anti-Imperialist movements… 
 
7. AGAINST UNITED FRONTS 
We are opposed to all united fronts with “progressive” political factions of the bourgeoisie 
and to all counter-revolutionary ideologies emerging around such fronts: Anti-Fascism or for 
example National Liberation… All of them lead to the defence of one form of the capitalist 
dictatorship against another one, “lesser evil” against “worse” one, i.e. to the preservation of 
the capitalist dictatorship as a worldwide totality. These fronts lead to a struggle for Capital-
ism with a “human face”, but always they undermine and defeat the revolutionary proletari-
at. Only class direct action can oppose destructive competition between proletarians which 

is encouraged by racism, fascism and nationalism. Only the Communist Revolution is the 
alternative to all forms of Capitalism. 
 
8. AGAINST OPPRESSION, NATIONALISM AND WAR 
All forms of oppression older than Capitalism itself – for instance on the basis of gender, 
sexuality, ethnical or religious origin – were not destroyed but have become parts of capital-
ist exploitation and division of labour. No form of oppression exists outside of capitalist 
social relations and it can be abolished only alongside with them in the process of the 
Communist Revolution. Ideologies foisting an identity of worker, woman, native, foreigner, 
“privileged”, “excluded” on us, the proletarians, serve making us to internally finally identify 
with the capitalist system. Only the struggling dynamics of the proletariat is the process of 
negation of all those obedient citizens’ identities. Therefore, the proletariat opposes them in 
the same way as Nation, Country or Nationalism. Against social peace inside of national 
states and against a war among them, we claim the class war against our own bourgeoisie, 
i.e. revolutionary defeatism. 
 
9. FOR PROLETARIAN ASSOCIATIONISM 
Today, despite their limits real struggles of the proletariat contain seeds of Communism, i.e. 
the movement destroying the present state of things. Therefore, today we support class 
struggles and formation of proletarian nucleuses, circles and networks on a subversive 
basis – i.e. struggling and associating outside and against trade unions, political parties and 
other structures of the bourgeois State. Precisely from struggles of this kind, a massive 
proletarian movement is coming into existence and setting itself on the journey of articulat-
ing the proletariat – the exploited class in the present society – with the future state of the 
things. 
 
10. FOR COMMUNIST REVOLUTION 
Only in the process of revolutionary proletariat’s dynamics, a change in the balance of 
forces between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie will takes take place. Only this opens a 
space for a qualitative leap in class consciousness, paving the way for violent overthrowing 
of the ruling class and for decisive resolution of class antagonisms. But only if the proletari-
an movement immediately, practically and consciously sets on the journey towards real 
human community achieved through the revolution. The revolution not to die, has to authori-
tatively oppose counter-revolution which will instantly use weaknesses within our class 
against us. 
 
11. FOR PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP 
For more and more proletarians the process of combative dynamics of revolutionary prole-
tariat to violent insurrections and class revolution imposes a conscious choice between 
Communism and capitalist barbarism: exploitation, crisis, wars, and environmental catas-
trophe. The clearer this choice gets, the more capable the proletariat is to realise in the 
revolution its social dictatorship against wage labour, value, exchange, money, state. This 
means a worldwide dictatorship of human needs against Capital and revolutionary terror 
against bourgeois forces. 
The proletarian dictatorship means abolishment of existing social relations: abolition of 
wage labour, abolition of useless professions and productions, elimination of exchange 
relations from all aspects of our lives, abolition of economy and production for profit and 
subordination of all productive forces to human needs and needs of the world revolution, 
disappearance of the difference between work and leisure, city and countryside and all 
other separations, violent destruction of the State and its replacing with organs of proletari-
an revolutionary self-organisation, all of that which the triumph of the revolution turns into a 
global human community. Through this historical revolutionary process the proletariat (as 
last existing class) abolishes itself and thus the whole class society and fully develops 
worldwide human community. 
 
12. ON REVOLUTIONARY ORGANISATION 
The revolutionary organisation grows and gains specific forms directly from class struggle, 
because the proletariat is historically forced to do so. The revolutionary organisation with its 
militant activity creates conditions for centralisation of revolutionary elements, which are 
small and insignificant in times of unfavourable balance of forces, and the most conscious 
and radical sections of the proletariat. The revolutionary organisation is neither prefiguration 
of future social organisation nor a rigid eternal structure. It just takes an essential part in the 
process of historical centralization of revolutionary dynamics which embodies itself as the 
party of the proletariat, i.e. the communist party. What marks this party off various self-
proclaimed vanguards, is that it has no other program than its class as a historical subject, 
thus as it is a centralization of this program, it is a direction of the whole class revolutionary 
struggle. 
 
13. WHAT IS TO BE DONE? 
To deepen, defend and propagate the historical programme of the proletariat for overthrow-
ing ruling class with an insurrection in order to spark revolution abolishing class society. On 
the basis of lessons from past and present proletarian struggles to clarify the content of the 
revolutionary transition, the communist revolution. Through propaganda, agitation and 
active involvement, to highlight, support and spur all tendencies in contemporary struggles, 
which could aid to the development of revolutionary consciousness and militant spirit in our 
class, an emergence of radical proletarian associations. To reveal and critically identify 
obstacles, either ideological or practical, in present-day class struggles that block the way to 
an emergence of an open class confrontation, i.e. open revolutionary conflict between both 
classes. To centralise militant proletarians, who try to organise on the basis of the revolu-
tionary programme, and to make an effective combative structure for communist militants. 
From fertile ground of social antagonisms and class struggle dynamics, to effectively push 
forward, promote, organize and coordinate an execution of future violent insurrection as a 
decisive moment in whole upcoming communist revolution. 

CLASS WAR – PROGRAMMATICAL POSITIONS 
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